LONDON IMMIGRANTS AND EMIGRANTS
benevolence of some parish officer of * extraordinary charity*. It was
stated in 1815 by an overseer of the previous year that of £32,000 a
year raised in the parish, £20,000 went to the * lower Irish9,44 and in
1817 it was estimated that nineteen in twenty persons receiving relief
were Irish, the other twentieth including English, Welsh and Scots.45
This distribution of poor relief however, had undoubtedly increased the
number of Irish claimants for it.46
From a sanitary point of view there were three Irish customs which
were peculiarly unfortunate. First that of sharing their rooms with pigs
and other animals. The Rookery or the Irish quarter of St Giles was
described in 1816 by the surgeon of the Great Russell Street Dispensary.
The streets, neglected by the parish scavengers, were 'exceedingly
noisome*, human beings, hogs, asses and dogs were
... associated in the same habitation... and great heaps of dirt may be found
piled in the streets.... Some of the lower habitations have neither windows
nor chimneys nor floors, and are so dark that I can scarcely see at mid-day
without a candle.
Many of the houses were common lodging-houses, where, as in the
time of Fielding, drams were sold. Forty people would, it was said,
frequently occupy one cellar.47
Another Irish custom was for the tenant of a single room to take in
other lodgers as sub-tenants either permanently or for the night. Indeed
there were people to whom this form of room-letting or rather space-
letting was a sole means of livelihood. In Calmel Buildings in 1837 were
to be found
... instances of single rooms, sublet in portions to three or four different
families and even these portions were again sublet. The occupant of a bed...
say a labourer would take as a lodger, as a tenant of half his bed, another
labourer at a weekly rent.4.8
Thus the operations of the Irish middle-man who leased and sublet land
in agricultural Ireland were reproduced in a London slum from the
same causes of poverty and overcrowding.
A third unfortunate custom was that of the Irish wake. The corpse,
no matter what had been the cause of death, was laid out upon the only
bed and burial was delayed, often for very many days, till money had
been collected from the neighbours for the wake, which was open to all

